““Gideon was my first manager after moving

to London. Left an impressive example of
boss who can lead the team in direction
company needs, giving the people field to
take an independent actions, encouraging to
resolve problems creatively at the same
time. He's always been very friendly and
available to reach whenever that was
needed. Too modest for the job he's doing”
Pawel Uramowski
QA Automation Engineer Hailo and Yoti

Gideon Gluckman
SQA Leader
Gideon Gluckman is an internationally experienced software engineering professional
with a focus on Quality Assurance, Agile Transformation and Team Building. He brings
an empirical and pragmatic approach to solving problems in any of these domains,
combining technical knowledge with communication and managerial skills.

TRANSFORMATION

●

Built the QA and Support functions for Hailo a successful Mobile Taxi startup
from pre-launch into an international business operating on three continent.
Implemented Agile Testing Methods in two successful startups producing native
iOS and Android Mobile Applications running against both cloud-based and
co-located microservice stacks

●

Scaled multiple QA teams from single practitioners up to as many 24 reports

●

“I worked closely with Gideon at Yoti.com.

where he was instrumental in the early
phases of maturing Yoti's operational
capabilities in addition to his role as Head of
QA. with responsibility for setting out QA and
performance testing strategies. He often
went above and beyond to contribute to
continuous improvement and performance
enhancing initiatives, providing insightful
input and alternative perspectives into
product development challenges. Gideon's
experience is of a high calibre, he is very
personable, and I enjoyed working with him,
I'm happy to recommend and happy to work
with him in future.”
Alex Learmonth
Head of Product Delivery Yoti

focussing on simplicity, agility and automation
●

Implemented a bespoke QA automation framework utilizing Gherkin, Cucumber,
Selenium and Calabash to allow end-to-end testing of the entire Hailo Product
Stack within a single test process to deliver acceptance/regression testing across
multiple scrum teams and products

DELIVERY
●

Produced and managed the QA and release processes to allow parallel
semi-weekly releases of four mobile apps, and more than 200 microservices
across seven interdependent scrum teams.

●

Designed and managed the alpha, beta and public releases of multiple mobile,
web and back-end products including technical release processes,
communications and feedback

●

Created and utilised web, desktop and mobile QA Automation frameworks in
multiple organisations

Key Experience
“Gideon is a modest and honest professional
who demonstrates great leadership skills.
The MagenTys team thoroughly enjoyed
working with and for Gideon in what is one
of the fastest growing QA teams we have
worked in. He has a good business head and
can effectively translate technical expertise
into business benefits.”
Liam McDowell
Strategic Vision & Commercial @MagenTys

●
●
●

Lead Tester EMBLEM, EMB Actuarial Consultancy 2007-2010
Head of QA, Hailo LLC 2011-2015
Head of QA, Yoti LLC 2015-2016

EDUCATION, RECOGNITION & INTERESTS
Bachelors of Arts and Sciences (English), University of Florida 1999
Masters of Science, Liverpool University (Evolutionary Psychology) 2007 Interests include
evolutionary theory, psychometrics, travel and hiking

